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COMBINATORIAL CHARACTERIZATIONS
OF THE SATURATION AND THE ASSOCIATED PRIMES
OF THE FOURTH POWER OF EDGE IDEALS
HA THI THU HIEN AND HA MINH LAM
Abstract. To compute the local cohomology of powers of edge ideals one needs
to know their saturations. The saturation of the second and third powers has been
described in terms of the graph in [13] and [10]. In this article, we give a combinatorial
description of the generators of the saturation of the fourth power. As a consequence,
we are able to give a complete classification of the associated primes of the fourth
power of edge ideals in terms of the graph.
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Introduction
Let R = K[x1, x2, . . . , xn] be a polynomial ring over a field K and Q a monomial ideal
in R. Then R/Q is an Nn-graded algebra. Due to a formula of Y. Takayama [12], the
graded component of the local cohomology modules of degree a ∈ Zn can be expressed
in terms of a simplicial complex ∆a on the vertex set V = {1, ..., n}. By a recent work
of Terai and Trung [13], this simplicial complex can be described as follows.
Let F(∆a) denote the set of the factets of ∆a. If a = (a1, ..., an), we set Ga := {i ∈
V | ai < 0}. and x
a = xa11 · · ·x
an
n . For every subset G ⊆ V let aG denote the vector
obtained from a by setting ai = 0 for all i ∈ G. Then
F(∆a) = {G \Ga| Ga ⊆ G ⊆ V, x
aG ∈ Q˜G \QG},
where QG is a well determined ideal and Q˜G denotes the saturation of QG. Thus, the
simplicial complex ∆a depends on the saturations of the ideals QG.
Let Γ be a simple graph on the vertex set V . We denote by I(Γ) the edge ideal of Γ,
which is generated by the monomials xixj, {i, j} ∈ Γ. For convenience set I = I(Γ). It
has been shown in [10] that xaG ∈ (˜I t)G\(I
t)G if and only if x
aU ∈ J˜ t\J t for some subset
U ⊆ V , where J is the edge ideal of the reduced subgraph of Γ on V \U . Therefore, to
compute the local cohomology modules of R/I t we need to know the saturation of the
t-th powers of edge ideals.
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Moreover, if there exists a monomial xa ∈ (˜I t)G \ (I
t)G, then the ideal generated by
the variables xi, i ∈ V \ G, must be an associated prime of I
t, and every associated
prime of I t arises in this way. Thus, if we can describe the monomials of the saturation
of the t-th powers of edge ideals, we will be able to classify the associated primes of the
t-th powers of edge ideals. Associated primes of powers of squarefree monomials ideals
have been studied by many authors (see e.g. [2], [4], [5], [6], [7], [11], [8]). However, not
much is known for the initial powers of I t.
For t = 2, Terai and Trung [13] showed that xa ∈ I˜2\I2 for some a ∈ Nn if and only if
xa is of the form xixjxk, where the induced subgraph on {i, j, k} is a dominating triangle
of Γ. Recall that a subset of V is called dominating if every vertex of Γ is adjacent
to this subset. From this it follows that every associated prime of I2 corresponds to a
cover of Γ which is minimal among the covers containing the closed neighborhood of a
triangle of Γ. In particular, depthR/I2 = 0 if and only if Γ has a dominating triangle.
The latter result was discovered independently by Herzog and Hibi in [9].
For t ≥ 3, the problem is much more difficult because a monomial xa ∈ I˜ t \ I t does
not need not to be squarefree. By [10], one can associate with such a monomial a
vertex weighted graph Γa with certain good matching properties, and one can describe
all such weighted graphs for t = 3. From this it follows that there are five types of
subgraphs such that every associated prime of I3 corresponds to a cover of Γ which is
minimal among the covers containing the closed neighborhood of such a subgraph of
Γ. It remains an open problem whether one can describe all monomials xa ∈ I˜ t \ I t in
combinatorial terms for t ≥ 4.
In this paper, we use the method of [10] to solve the above problem for t = 4 and
we give a complete classification of the associated primes of I4. We give all types of
subgraphs such that every associated prime of I4 corresponds to a cover of Γ which is
minimal among the covers containing the closed neighborhood of such a subgraph of
Γ. Together with the results of [13], [10], our results may be used to find combinatorial
patterns of the associated primes of every power I t and to study the function depthR/I t.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we discuss the relationship between
weighted graphs and the saturation and the associated primes of I t. In Section 2, we
explicitly describe all weighted graphs associated to monomial in I˜4 \ I4 . Section 3 is
devoted to the characterization of the saturation and the associated primes of I4.
We assume that the readers are familiar with basic notions in Commutative Algebra
and Graph Theory, which can be found, for instance, in the books [3] and [14].
Acknowledgment. The authors would like to thank Prof. Ngo Viet Trung for his guid-
ance.
1. Weighted graphs and saturation
A (vertex) weighted graph is a simple graph whose vertices are assigned a positive
integers called weight. Unless otherwise specified, we denote by ai the weight of the
vertex i. The simple graph alone is called the base of the weighted graph. Every simple
graph is a weighted graph whose vertices have the trivial weight, i.e. weight one.
Let Ω be a weighted graph on a vertex set U . A matching of Ω is a family of edges
(not necessarily different) in which each vertex appears no more times than its weight.
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The largest possible number of edges of a matching of Ω is called the matching number
of Ω, denoted by ν(Ω). For every vertex i ∈ U , we denote by NΩ(i) the set of all
adjacent vertices of i and by degΩ(i) the sum of the weights of the vertices of NΩ(i).
For every subset N of U we denote by Ω−N the induced weighted subgraph obtained
from Ω by deleting all vertices in N and their adjacent edges.
Following [10, Section 2], we call Ω a t-saturating weighted graph if the following
conditions are satisfied:
(i) ν(Ω) < t,
(ii) ν(Ω−NΩ(i)) ≥ t− degΩ(i) for all i ∈ U .
Example 1.1. Let Ω be the weighted graph whose base is the union of a triangle
{1, 2, 3} and an edge {3, 4} and whose vertices have the weights 1, 1, 2, 1 (Figure 1).
4
1
2
3(2×)
Figure 1.
It is easy to check that ν(Ω) = 2, ν(Ω−NΩ(i)) = 2 for i = 1, 2, 4, ν(Ω−NΩ(3)) = 1,
and degΩ(i) = 3 for i = 1, 2, 3, degΩ(4) = 2. Hence, Ω is not 2 saturating but 3-
saturating and 4-saturating.
The notion of t-saturating weighted graphs was introduced in order to study the
saturation of the t-th power of edge ideals.
Let Γ be a simple graph on V = {1, ..., n}. As before, we denote by I = I(G) the
edge ideal of Γ. Given a vector a ∈ Nn, we denote by Γa the weighted graph whose base
is the induced subgraph of Γ on the vertex set Va := {i| ai > 0} and whose vertices i
has the weights ai for each i ∈ Va. For a vertex i ∈ V , we denote by Na(i) the set of
all adjacent vertices of i in Γa and set dega(i) =
∑
j∈Na(i)
aj . Note that NΓa(i) = Na(i)
and degΓa(i) = dega(i) for i ∈ Va.
Theorem 1.2. [10, Theorem 2.1] xa ∈ I˜ t \ I t if and only if the following conditions are
satisfied:
(i) Γa is t-saturating,
(ii) ν(Γa −Na(i)) ≥ t− dega(i) for all i ∈ V \ Va.
In many cases, condition (ii) of Theorem 1.2 is equivalent to the following property
of Va.
Corollary 1.3. [10, Corollary 2.2] If xa ∈ I˜ t \ I t, then Va is a dominating set of Γ.
Using the notion of t-saturating graphs one can also characterize the associated primes
of I t as follows.
For a subset F ⊆ V we denote by PF the ideal generated by the variables xi, i ∈ F.
It is well known that the associated primes of I t are of the form PF , where F is a cover
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of Γ, i.e a set of vertices which meets every edge of Γ. It is also known that PF is a
minimal associated primes of I t if and only if F is a minimal cover of Γ. Thus, we only
need to characterize the embedded (i.e. non-minimal) associated primes of I t.
Let core(F ) denote the set of vertices in F which are not adjacent to any vertex in
V \ F . Note that core(F ) = V \ N [V \ F ], where for a subset U ⊆ V we denote by
N [U ] the closed neighborhood of U , i.e. the union of U with the set of the vertices
adjacent to some vertex of U . It is easy to see that a cover F is minimal if and only if
core(F ) = ∅.
Theorem 1.4. [10, Theorem 2.4] Let F be a cover of Γ with core(F) 6= ∅. Then PF is an
embedded associated prime of I t if and only if F is minimal among the covers containing
N [Va] for some a ∈ N
n such that Γa is t-saturating and ν(Γa−Na(i)) ≥ t− dega(i) for
all i ∈ core(F) \ Va.
According to the above two theorems, to compute the saturation and the associated
primes of I t one needs to know how a t-saturating weighted graph looks like.
In general, one can reduce the description of a t-saturating weighted graphs to the
case of a simple graph as follows.
Let Ω be a weighted graph. The polarization p(Ω) of Ω is the simple graph obtained
from the base of Ω by replacing each vertex i by ai new vertices i1, ..., iai and every edge
{i, j} by aiaj edges {it, ju}, t = 1, ..., ai and u = 1, ..., aj. By this definition, all vertices
i1, ..., iai of p(Ω) are non-adjacent and have the same neighborhood.
Example 1.5. Let Ω be the weighted graph of Example 1.1. Then p(Ω) can be visu-
alized as in Figure 2.
Ω
4
1
2
3(2×)
−→
p(Ω)
4
1
2
31
32
Figure 2.
Lemma 1.6. ν(Ω) = ν(p(Ω)).
Proof. Consider the map which sends every edge {ui, vj} of p(Ω) to the edge {u, v} of
Ω. By this map, the family of the edges of Ω which are the images of the edges of
a matching of p(Ω) is a matching of Ω of the same cardinality. Conversely, for every
matching M of Ω we can find a matching M∗ of p(Ω) of the same cardinality such
that every edge of M is the image of an edge of M∗. This follows from the fact that
for every vertex i, ai is the number of vertices of p(Ω) arising from i and that ai is
greater than or equal to the number of appearing times of the vertex i inM . Therefore,
ν(Ω) = ν(p(Ω)). 
Proposition 1.7. Ω is t-saturating if and only if so is p(Ω).
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Proof. For every vertex i of Ω, one can easily check that p(Ω)−Np(H)(it) = p(Ω−NΩ(i))
and degp(H)(it) = degΩ(i) for all t = 1, ..., ai. Therefore, the conclusion follows from the
definition of t-saturating graphs and Lemma 1.6. 
Conversely, one can obtain from a t-saturating simple graph a t-saturating weighted
graph by collapsing non-adjacent vertices with the same neighborhood.
Let v1,...,vr are non-adjacent vertices of a weighted graph Ω which have the same
neighborhood. Let Ω′ be a weighted graph obtained from Ω by replacing v1,...,vr by
a single new vertex v with weight av :=
∑r
i=1 avi and the edges of the form {vi, w}
by a single edge {v, w}. We call Ω′ a collapsed weighted graph of Ω. Obviously, every
weighted graph Ω is a collapsed weighted graph of its polarization p(Ω).
Lemma 1.8. Let Ω′ be a collapsed weighted graph of Ω. Then ν(Ω′) = ν(Ω).
Proof. We consider the map which sends every edge of the form {vi, w} of Ω, i = 1, ..., r,
to the edge {v, w} of Ω′ and other edges of Ω to the same edge of Ω′. Using this map
we obtain the assertion as in the proof of Lemma 1.6. 
Proposition 1.9. Let Ω′ be a collapsed weighted graph of Ω. Then Ω is t-saturating if
and only if so is Ω′.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 1.7, the conclusion follows from the definition
of collapsed weighted graphs and Lemma 1.8. 
By definition, a t-saturating weighted graph Ω is (t − 1)-saturating if ν(Ω) < t − 1.
Therefore, we may concentrate our investigation on t-saturating weighted graphs with
matching number t−1. We will present below a property of t-saturating simple graphs
with matching number t− 1, which will be useful in our investigation.
Let Γ be a simple graph on the vertex set V = {1, ..., n}. Let M be an arbitrary
matching of Γ. A path or a cycle P in Γ is called M-augmenting if P starts and ends
on vertices not in M , and alternates between edges in and not in M . Note that for a
M-augmenting cycle, there is only an endpoint and there are two adjacent edges not in
M meeting at the endpoint. It is clear that an augmenting path is always odd. Recall
that M is a maximum matching if |M | = ν(Γ).
Lemma 1.10. Let Γ be a t-saturating graph with ν(Γ) = t − 1 and M a maximum
matching of Γ. For every vertex i not in M , there is an M-augmenting cycle Pi which
starts and ends on i. Moreover, for every pair of vertices j 6= i in M , two such cycles
Pi and Pj are disjoint.
Proof. First, we construct a new simple graph Γ′i from Γ by replacing the vertex i
by d := degΓ(i) new vertices i1, i2, ..., id, and replacing every edges {i, j} by d edges
{i1, j}, {i2, j}, ..., {id, j}. The induced subgraph of Γ
′
i on the set NΓ(i)∪ {i1, ..., id} con-
tains d disjoint edges. Adding these d edges to any matching of Γ′i − NΓ′i(i) we obtain
a matching of Γ′i. Therefore, ν(Γ
′
i) ≥ ν(Γ
′ −NΓ(i)) + d. Since Γ−NΓ(i) = Γ
′
i −NΓ(i),
this implies ν(Γ′i) ≥ ν(Γ−NΓ(i)) + degΓ(i) ≥ t.
By identifying i with i1 we can consider Γ as a subgraph of Γ
′
i and M as a matching
of Γ′i. Since M contains t− 1 edges while ν(Γ
′
i) ≥ t, M is not a maximum matching of
Γ′i. Due to Berge’s Lemma [1], there is an M-augmenting-path P in Γ
′
i. The edges of
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P not in M form a matching M ′ of Γ′i with more edges than M . Therefore, M
′ is not a
matching of Γ. From this it follows that the end vertices of P must belong to {i1, ..., id}.
Since i is not in M , the other vertices of P do not belong to {i1, ..., id}. Thus, if we
replace i1, ..., is by i we obtain from P an M-augmenting cycle Pi in Γ which starts and
ends at i.
Assume that there exist two different vertices i and j not in M such that there are
two such M-augmenting cycles Pi and Pj which are not disjoint. Let v be the first
vertex of Pi (as a closed path starting from i) which belongs to Pj . Then v is in M . If
the path from i to v on Pi ends with an edge in (or not in)M , we can find a path from v
to j on Pj which starts with an edge not in (or in) M . By connecting the two paths we
obtain an M-augmenting path from i to j. By Berge’s Lemma, this is a contradiction
to the assumption that M is a maximum matching. Therefore, we can conclude that
Pi and Pj are always disjoint if i 6= j. 
2. Classification of 4-saturating weighted graphs
In this section, we will describe all 4-saturating weighted graphs. By definition, a
weighted graph Ω on the vertex set V is 4-saturating if the following conditions are
satisfied:
(i) ν(Γ) < 4,
(ii) ν(Γ−NΓ(i)) ≥ 4− degΓ(i) for all i ∈ V .
If, in addition, ν(Γ) < 3 then Γ is also 3-saturating. The 3-saturating weighted
graphs have been classified in [10].
+
Table 1
1
Desciption FigureType
Ω is spanned by a pentagon
Ω is spanned by two triangles meeting at a vertex
4 Ω is a disjoint union of 2 triangles
3
2
Ω is a K4
a vertex of weight 2
Ω is spanned by a triangle and an edge meeting at
Ω is a triangle with weight (2, 2, 1)
2
2 2
5
6
6
Type
++
+
+
+
1
FigureDescription
Table 2
Ω is a disjoint union of 3 triangles
a path of length 2
Ω is spanned by 2 triangles connected by
at a vertex
Ω is spanned by a union of 3 triangles meeting
sharing a path of length 2
Ω is spanned by a union of 2 pentagons
pentagon meeting at a vertex
Ω is spanned by a union of a triangle and a
Ω is spanned by a C7
Ω is a disjoint union of a triangle and a K4
spanned by 2 triangles meeting at a vertex
Ω is a disjoint union of a triangle and a graph
spanned by a C5
Ω is a disjoint union of a triangle and a graph
Ω is spanned by a triangular prism
Ω is spanned by a union of 4 triangles
Ω is spanned by a cone on C5
Ω is a K5
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
Theorem 2.1. [10, Theorem 4.3] Ω is 3-saturating if and only if Ω belongs to the types
of Table 1.
From this classification we can easily see which 3-saturating weighted graphs are
4-saturating.
Corollary 2.2. Let Ω be a 4-saturating weighted graph with ν(Ω) < 3. Then Ω is the
complete graph K5.
Proof. It is easy to check that Ω is not of Types 1-4 of Table 1 because the above
condition (ii) is not satisfied. Thus, Ω is a simple graph spanned by a pentagon, or by
two triangles meeting at a vertex. For such a graph, condition (ii) is satisfied if and if
degΩ(i) = 5 for all vertices i. This means that Ω is the complete graph K5. 
Now, we will classify all 4-saturating simple graphs.
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Theorem 2.3. Ω is 4-saturating if and only if Ω belongs to the types of Table 2.
Proof. It is easy to verify that all graphs in Table 2 are 4-saturating. It remains to show
that if Ω is a 4-saturating graph, then Ω belongs to the types of Table 2. Note that from
condition (ii) it follows that for every i ∈ Ω, degΩ(i) ≥ 4 − ν(Ω − NΩ(i)) > 4 − ν(Ω).
Combining with condition (i), we get degΩ(i) ≥ 2 ∀i, or, equivalently, every vertex of
Ω has at least 2 neighbors.
If ν(Ω) < 3, then Ω is of Type 1 by Lemma 2.2. Now assume that ν(Ω) = 3. Then Ω
has three disjoint edges. Hence |V | = n ≥ 6. On the other hand, n ≤ 9 by [10, Lemma
2.5].
Case 1: n = 6. Since every vertex i has at least 2 neighbors, Ω − NΩ(i) has at most
3 vertices, and hence ν(Ω − NΩ(i)) ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ Ω. From condition (ii) it follows that
5 ≥ degΩ(i) ≥ 3 for all i ∈ Ω. We distinguish the following subcases:
Subcase 1.1: max degΩ(i) = 5. Let i be a vertex with degΩ(i) = 5. Since ν(Ω) = 3, one
has ν(Ω− i) = 2. Then ν(Ω− i) = ν(Ω)− 1. Moreover, one has
(Ω− i)−NΩ−i(j) = Ω−NΩ(j), for all j 6= i,
degΩ−i(j) = degΩ(j)− 1, for all j 6= i.
Hence, Ω is 4-saturating if and only if the induced graph on V (Ω)−{i} is 3-saturating.
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that Ω−i is either a pentagon, or the union of two triangles
meeting at a vertex. Then Ω is either of Type 2, or of Type 3.
i
p q u v
j
{u, v} ∈ Ω
i
p q u v
j
{u, v} /∈ Ω
Figure 3.
Subcase 1.2: max degΩ(i) = 4. Let i be a vertex with degΩ(i) = 4. Let p, q, u, v be the
neighbors of i and let j be the vertex non-adjacent to i.
If degΩ(j) = 4, then one has NΩ(j) = {p, q, u, v}. Since degΩ(p) ≥ 3 then p is
adjacent to either q, or u, or v. Without loss of generality, we can assume that {p, q} is
an edge of Ω (see Figure 3). If {u, v} is an edge of Ω then Ω is of type 3. If {u, v} /∈ Ω
then ν(Ω − NΩ(p)) ≤ ν(Ω|{u,v}) = 0. Combining with the condition 4 − degΩ(p) ≤
ν(Ω−NΩ(p)) one gets 4− degΩ(p) = 0. Hence, either {p, u} or {p, q} is an edge of Ω.
Assume that {p, u} is an edge. Then {p, v} is not an edge, since degΩ(p) < 5. From
degΩ(v) ≥ 3, it follows that {q, v} is an edge. We deduce that Ω contains two triangles
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{i, q, v} and {p, u, j} and three edges {i, u}, {q, p}, {v, j}, or, equivalently, Ω is of type
4.
If degΩ(j) = 3, then j is not adjacent to one vertex in the set {p, q, u, v}. Without
loss of generality, we can assume that is v. Since degΩ(v) ≥ 3 then v is adjacent to at
least two vertices in {p, q, u}. Since the roles of p, q, u are the same, one can assume that
{v, q} and {v, u} are edges of Ω. Since degΩ(p) ≥ 3 then one of the vertices {q, u, v}
is a neighbor of p. If {p, q} is an edge of Ω, then Ω contains two triangle {i, u, v} and
{p, j, q} and three edges {i, p}, {u, j}, {v, q} (Figure 4a). If {p, u} is an edge of Ω,
then Ω contains two triangle {i, q, v} and {p, j, u} and three edges {i, p}, {q, j}, {v, u}
(Figure 4b). If both {p, q} and {p, u} are not edges of Ω then by applying condition (ii)
to p, one gets that both {p, v} and {q, u} are edges of Ω. Then Ω contains two triangle
{i, p, v} and {q, j, u} and three edges {i, q}, {p, j}, {v, u} (Figure 4c).
i
p q u v
j
4a
i
p q u v
j
4b
i
p
q
u
v
j
4c
Figure 4.
Subcase 1.3: max degΩ(i) = 3. It follows that degΩ(i) = 3 for every vertex i ∈ Ω.
Due to [10, Lemma 2.7] any 4-saturating graph contains an odd cycle of length ≤ 7.
Hence, Ω contains a triangle or a pentagon. If Ω contains an induced pentagon, since
degΩ(i) = 3 for all i ∈ Ω, then all the vertices of this pentagon must be adjacent to the
remain vertex not in this pentagon. But in this case the degree of this vertex is 5, this
is a contradiction to the assumption that max degΩ(i) = 3. It follows that Ω has no
induced pentagon, but Ω has a triangle.
Let T1 := {u, v, w} be a triangle. We claim that the three remain vertices are pairwise
adjacent. Assume the opposition that they are not pairwise adjacent. Let i, j be such
a pair of non-adjacent vertices. Since degΩ(i) = degΩ(j) = 3 then both i and j is
connected to at least two vertices of the triangle {u, v, w}. Then at least one vertex of
{u, v, w} is connected to both i and j, and hence it has degree ≥ 4, a contradiction to
the assumption that max degΩ(i) = 3. So the remain vertices form a triangle, denoted
by T2. Moreover, the condition degΩ(i) = 3 ∀i implies also that any vertex of T1 is
connected to exactly one vertex of T2, or, equivalently, Ω is of type 4.
Case 2: n = 7.
If Ω is disconnected, then [10, Lemma 2.8] implies that Ω is the union of a 2-saturating
graph and a 3-saturating graph. Therefore, Ω is the union of a triangle and a K4 (that
is of Type 7). So we can assume that Ω is connected. Due to [10, Lemma 2.7], Ω
contains either a triangle, or a pentagon, or a C7. If Ω contains a C7, then Ω is of type
8.
9
uv
w
i
j
p
Figure 5.
Next, we consider only the case where Ω contains no C7. Let M be a maximum
matching of Ω. Since ν(Ω) = 3 and n = 7, there exists a unique vertex i not in M .
Due to Lemma 1.10, there is a M-augmenting odd cycle Pi that starts and ends at i.
Since Ω contains no C7 then Pi is either a triangle or a pentagon. We distinguish the
following subcases:
Subcase 2.1: There is an M-augmenting pentagon Pi that starts and ends at i. In this
case, Pi contains two matching edges of M . Assume that Pi := {i, b, c, d, e} and {u, v}
is the remain matching edge of M which is not in Pi. Since degΩ(j) ≥ 2 ∀j ∈ Ω then
both u and v is connected to Pi. The condition that Ω contains no C7 implies that
either both u and v are connected to a vertex of Pi, or u and v are connected to two
non-adjacent vertices of Pi. Therefore, Ω is of type 9 or type 10.
Subcase 2.2: There is no M-augmenting pentagon that starts and ends at i. Then Pi is
a triangle. Let {u, v} and {p, q} denote the edges of M not in Pi. If {u, v} and {p, q}
are non-adjacent then both {p, q} and {u, v} are connected to Pi (since Ω is connected).
Moreover, since there is no M-augmenting pentagon that starts and ends at i, both p
and q is adjacent to a vertex of Pi, and similarly to u and v. But {u, v} and {p, q} are
non-adjacent, then p, q, u, v are adjacent to the same vertex of Pi. Hence, Ω is of Type
11.
If {p, q} and {u, v} are adjacent, then we can assume, without loss of generality, that
is {q, u} (see Figure 6). We have the following subcases:
• p or v is adjacent to the triangle Pa. We can assume that is p and assume that {p, x}
is in Ω for some x ∈ Pa (Figure 6a). If v is adjacent to Pa then either Ω is contains a C7
or Ω is of type 9. If v is not adjacent to Pa then the condition ν(Ω−NΩ(v)) ≥ 4−degΩ(v)
implies that v has at least two neighbors, and hence either {v, p} or {v, q} is in Ω. If
{v, q} ∈ Ω then Ω is of type 12. If {v, q} /∈ Ω then {v, p} ∈ Ω. But the condition
ν(Ω−NΩ(q)) ≥ 4− degΩ(q) implies that
degΩ(q) ≥ 4− ν(Ω−NΩ(q)) ≥ 3.
Its follows that q is adjacent to Pa. Therefore, Ω is either contains a C7 or of type 9.
6a
p q
u v
x
6b
q p
u v
x
Figure 6.
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• Both p and v are not adjacent to the triangle Pa. Since Ω is connected then either
q or u is connected to Pa. We can assume that is q (Figure 6b). From the condition
ν(Ω − NΩ(p)) ≥ 4 − degΩ(p) it follows that p has at least two neighbors. But p is not
adjacent to Pa. Hence, p is either adjacent to u or v. Now, by changing the roles of p
and q, we return to the case above.
Case 3: n = 8. [10, Lemma 2.7] implies that Ω contains either a triangle, or a pentagon,
or a C7. If Ω contains a C7 then Ω is connected, and Ω contains the union of a C7 and
an edge. Hence, ν(Ω) = 4. This is a contradiction. Therefore, Ω contains no C7.
If Ω is disconnected, then [10, Lemma 2.8] implies that Ω is a disjoint union of
a 2-saturating graph and a 3-saturating graph. Due to [13] a 2-saturating graph is
a triangle; and due to Theorem 2.1 a 3-saturating graph with 5 vertices is either a
pentagon or a union of two triangles meeting at a vertex. It follows that Ω is either of
type 5 or type 6.
Next, we assume that Ω is connected. Since ν(Ω) = 3, we can assume that M :=
{{m,n}, {p, q}, {u, v}} is a maximum matching of Ω, and i, j are the two remain vertices
not in M . It is obvious that {i, j} is not an edge of Ω. Due to Lemma 1.10, there are
two disjoint M-augmenting odd cycles, denoted by Pi and Pj, that start and end at i
and resp. at j. Since Ω contains no C7 then Pi and Pj is either triangles or pentagons.
Since n = 8 then Pi and Pj can not be two pentagons. We distinguish two subcases:
Subcase 3.1: Pi and Pj are a triangle and a pentagon. Then the connected graph on
8 vertices Ω must contain a pentagon and a triangle connected by an edge. Hence,
ν(Ω) ≥ 4, a contradiction.
Subcase 3.2: Pi and Pj are two disjoint triangles. Without loss of generality, we can
assume that the triangles are T1 := {i,m, n} and T2 := {j, p, q}. If T1 and T2 are
connected by an edge then the induced subgraph of Ω on the set {i,m, n, j, p, q} has
matching number 3. Since the vertex set of this subgraph and {u, v} are disjoint,
ν(Ω) = 3 + 1 = 4, this is a contradiction to condition (i). Therefore, T1 and T2 are
non-adjacent. Because Ω is connected then both T1 and T2 are adjacent to the matching
edge {u, v}. Moreover, since degΩ(u) ≥ 2 and degΩ(v) ≥ 2 then there exists two disjoint
edges such that one edge connects T1 and {u, v} and the other connects T2 and {u, v}.
Therefore, Ω contains two triangles connected by a path of length 3 (see Figure 7).
T1 u v T2
Figure 7.
Hence, ν(Ω) ≥ 4, a contradiction to our assumption.
Case 4: n = 9. Then there exists a maximum matchingM with 3 disjoint edges e1, e2, e3
and 3 different vertices u1, u2, u3 not inM . Lemma 1.10 implies that there are 3 disjoint
odd cycles starting at u1, u2, u3. Hence, these cycles must be triangles. The condition
(i) implies that these triangles are non-adjacent, and it follows that Ω is the union of
these three disjoint triangles.
The proof of Theorem 2.3 is now complete.
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By Proposition 1.7, the polarization of a 4-saturating weighted graph is also 4-
saturating. Hence, we can use Theorem 2.3 to classify all 4-saturating weighted graphs.
Table 3
+
+
2 3 3
2 2 22 3 1
233
2222
32
2
22
222
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
22
2
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
weight 2
edge meeting at a vertex of
spanned by a triangle and an
simple triangle and a graph
Ω is a disjoint union of a
with weight (2, 2, 1)
simple triangle and a triangle
Ω is a disjoint union of a
at a vertex of weight 2
a rectangle and a triangle
Ω is spanned by the union of
ing at a vertex of weight 2
a pentagon and an edge meet-
Ω is spanned by a union of
with weight (2, 2, 1, 1, 1)
Ω is spanned by a pentagon
two triangles and an edge
Ω is spanned by a union of
two triangles
Ω is spanned by a union of
triangle and 2 edges
Ω is spanned by a union of a
triangle and an edge
Ω is spanned by a union of a
(2, 2, 2) or (3, 2, 2) or (3, 3, 1)
Ω is a triangle with weight
Type Description Figure
Theorem 2.4. A weighted graph Ω is 4-saturating if and only if Ω belongs to the types
of Table 2 and Table 3.
Proof. We can easily verify that the connected graphs belongs to the types of Table 3
are 4-saturating.
Now, let Ω be a 4-saturating graph. We will prove that Ω belongs to the types of
Table 2 and Table 3. If Ω is a simple graph, i.e. all vertices of Ω are of weight 1, then
Proposition 2.3 implies that Ω is one of the types of Table 2. If Ω is a weighted graph
with some vertex of weight at least 2, then as in Proposition 1.7 implies that p(Ω) must
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belongs to the types of Table 2. Hence, Ω can be obtained from a graph belonging to
Table 2 by collapsing some non-adjacent vertices with the same neighborhood. Let W
denote the vertex set of p(Ω). Then |W | 6= 5, and |W | 6= 9, since in these cases, p(Ω)
is either a K5 or a union of three non-adjacent triangles, responsively, and then it has
no non-adjacent vertices which have the same neighborhood.
We will treat all the possible cases of p(Ω) according to |W |. We have:
Case 1: |W | = 6. By collapsing some non-adjacent vertices with the same neighbor-
hood, we obtain either a triangle with weight vector (2, 2, 2), or two triangles sharing
an edge of weight (2, 2) , or a union of two triangles meeting at a vertex of weight 2.
Case 2: |W | = 7. By collapsing some non-adjacent vertices with the same neighbor-
hood, we obtain either a triangle with weight vector (3, 2, 2), or (3, 3, 1); or a union of
a triangle and an edge of weight vector as in Type 2 of Table 3; or a union of a triangle
and two edges as in Type 3 of Table 3; or a union of a triangles (1, 1, 1) and a triangle
(2, 2, 1) sharing a common vertex (that is the cases 3 and 4, Type 4 of Table 3); or a
pentagon with an edge of weight (2, 2) ; or a union of a pentagon and an edge meeting
at a vertex of weight 2 (that is of Type 7 of Table 3); or a union of two triangles and
an edge as in Type 5 of Table 3; or union of a triangle and a rectangle meeting at a
vertex of weight 2 (that is of Type 8 of Table 3).
Case 3: |W | = 8. p(Ω) must be a disjoint union of a triangle and a simple 3-saturating
graph. Hence Ω must be of Type 9 or Type 10 of Table 3. 
3. Saturation and associated prime ideals of I4
In this section, we first describe all monomials of the saturation of I4, where I is the
edge ideal of a simple graph Γ. Then we will give a combinatorial characterization of
the associated primes of I4.
Theorem 3.1. Let a ∈ Nn. Then xa ∈ I˜4 \ I4 if only if Va is a dominating set of Γ
and one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i) Γa is the disjoint union of a triangle and a K4 (that is Type 7 of Table 2) such
that every i ∈ V \ Va is adjacent to either the triangle or adjacent to every triangles of
the K4;
(ii) Γa is spanned by two disjoint triangles connected by a path of length 2 (that is
Type 12 of Table 2) such that either the endpoints of the path are adjacent in Γa or
every vertex in V \ Va is adjacent to at least one triangle;
(iii) Γa belongs to the types of Table 2 minus Type 7 and Type 12 or belongs to the
type of Table 3, and for any i ∈ V \ Va, dega(i) > 7− deg(x
a).
Proof. Due to Theorem 1.2, xa ∈ I˜4 \ I4 if and only if Γa is 4-saturating and ν(Γa −
Na(i)) ≥ 4− dega(i) for all i ∈ V \ Va. From this it follows that Γa is 4-saturating and
Va is a dominating set of Γ. Therefore, Γa belongs to the types of Table 2 and Table 3.
Hence, 5 ≤ deg(xa) ≤ 9.
We distinguish the following cases
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Case 1: deg(xa) = 5. Then Γa is a K5, and the condition ν(Γa −Na(i)) ≥ 4 − dega(i)
implies that i must be adjacent to at least 3 vertices of Γa for all i ∈ V \ Va. Hence,
deg
a
(i) ≥ 3 > 7− 5 = 7− deg(xa) ∀i ∈ V \ Va.
Case 2: deg(xa) = 6. Then the condition ν(Γa − Na(i)) ≥ 4 − dega(i) implies that
dega(i) ≥ 2 for all i ∈ V \ Va. Hence
dega(i) ≥ 2 > 7− 6 = 7− deg(x
a) ∀i ∈ V \ Va.
Case 3: deg(xa) ≥ 7. Then the condition ν(Γa − Na(i)) ≥ 4 − dega(i) implies that i
must be adjacent to some vertex of Γa for all i ∈ V \ Va, or
deg
a
(i) ≥ 1 > 7− deg(xa) ∀i ∈ V \ Va.
Moreover, in the case Γa is a disjoint union of a triangle and a K4, if there is a
vertex i ∈ V \ Va such that i is not adjacent to the triangle, then ν(Γa − Na(i)) =
ν(K4 − NK4(i)) + 1. Hence, the condition ν(Γa − Na(i)) ≥ 4 − dega(i) implies that
degK4(i) = dega(i) ≥ 3 − ν(K4 − NK4(i)) ≥ 2. Therefore, i must be adjacent to every
triangles of the K4.
In the case Γa is the graph of two disjoint triangles connected by a path of length 2,
we denote by v the middle point of the path.
If the two triangles are adjacent then either the endpoints of the path are adjacent,
or Γa belongs to either the type 8 or type 9 of Table 2.
If the two triangles are non-adjacent then ν(Γa − Na(v)) = 2. Therefore, for every
vertex i ∈ V \ Va such that i is adjacent to v, one has dega(i) ≥ 4 − ν(Γa − Na(i)) ≥
4− ν(Γa −Na(v)) = 2. From this it follows that i ∈ V \ Va must be adjacent to one of
the triangles.
Conversely, it is easy to verify that if Γa is one of graphs satisfying one of the con-
ditions in the theorem then Γa is a 4-saturating, and ν(Γa − Na(i)) ≥ 4 − dega(i) for
every i ∈ V \ Va. Hence, x
a ∈ I˜4 \ I4. 
Applying the above theorem and Theorem 3.1, we can characterize the associated
primes of I4 as follows:
Theorem 3.2. Let F be a cover of Γ. Then PF is an associated prime of I
4 if and
only if F is a minimal cover or F is minimal among the covers containing the closed
neighborhood of the vertex set of one of subgraphs in Table 4.
Proof. It is well-known that PF is a minimal prime of I
4 if and only if F is a minimal
cover of Γ.
Next, we consider only the case where F is not a minimal cover of Γ. One has
core(F ) 6= ∅. Let S := k[xi| i ∈ core(F )] and J := I(Γcore(F)).
By Theorem 1.4, PF is an associated prime of I
4 if and only if F is a minimal
among the covers containing N [Va] for some a ∈ N
n such that Γa is 4-saturating and
ν(Γa − Na(i)) ≥ 4 − dega(i) for all i ∈ core(F) \ Va. By Theorem 3.1, this is the case
if and only if Γa satisfies one of the conditions in Theorem 3.1.
We will prove that the base graph ΓVa of Γa is one of the subgraphs of Table 4. We
treat all the possible types of Γa.
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+
SubgraphTypeSubgraphTypeType Subgraph
+
+
+
18
15
16
17
19
+
20
21
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
3
4
5
6
7
2
Table 4.
If Γa is a disjoint union of a triangle and a K4, every i ∈ core(F) \ Va is adjacent to
either the triangle or adjacent to every triangles of the K4. Let b := a−et+eu+ev for
some t, u, v are vertices of the K4. Then b ∈ N
n and Γb is a disjoint union of a triangle
and a triangle of weight (2, 2, 1). Moreover, since for any i ∈ core(F)\Va i is adjacent to
either the triangle or adjacent to every triangles of the K4, then i is adjacent to Γb and
hence N [Va] = N [Vb]. It follows that ν(Γb−Nb(i)) ≥ 4−degb(i) for all i ∈ core(F)\Vb.
Moreover, due to Theorem 3.1, Γb is 4-saturating. Therefore, F is a minimal among
the covers containing N [Vb] with Γb is 4-saturating and ν(Γb−Nb(i)) ≥ 4−degb(i) for
all i ∈ core(F) \Vb. This case can be pass to the case ΓVa is union of two non-adjacent
triangles.
If Γa is a union of two non-adjacent triangles connected by a path of length 2 then
either the endpoints of the path are adjacent in Γa or every vertex in core(F) \ Va is
adjacent to at least one triangle. If it is in the first situation then ΓVa is of the type 15
in Table 4. If it is in the last situation then as in the above case, after replacing a by
b := a− ev + ei + ej where v denotes the midpoint of the path and {i, j} is an edge of
the triangles of Γa, it can be pass to the case ΓVa is two non-adjacent triangles.
If Γa is a triangular prism then the condition on the degree of every vertex of core(F )\
Va implies that these vertices are adjacent to every pentagon of this triangular prism.
Similarly to the above cases, this case can be passed to the case ΓVa is a pentagon.
If Γa is spanned by a cone on a C5 then every vertex of core(F ) \ Va is adjacent to
this C5, and this case can be passed to the case ΓVa is a pentagon.
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If Γa is spanned by 4 triangles as in the type 3 of Table 2 , then it can be pass to the
case ΓVa is a union of two triangles meeting at a vertex.
If Γa is a union of two triangles sharing an edge of weight (2, 2) then every vertex
of core(F ) \ Va is adjacent to one of these triangles, hence this case can be pass to the
case ΓVa is a triangle.
If Γa belongs to one of the other cases, then it is obvious that ΓVa is one of subgraphs
of Table 4. 
Corollary 3.3. depthR/I4 > 0 if and only if Γ has no dominating subgraph of the
types of Table 4.
Proof. Note that depthR/I4 > 0 if and only if m = PV is not an associated prime of
I4. Since V is minimal among the covers containing a subset N if and only if V = N .
Apply Theorem 3.2 to the case F = V , one obtains the assertion. 
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